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MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD 

SUBJECT: Comments on ari Associated Press Article 
'~Ex-CIA Aide Doubts Oswald Link to Cuba", 
Published in the, Washing"!:; on Post of 17, March , 
1977. 

[a] "The man who headed covert CIA. op~rations in 
Mexico City in 1963 says Lee Harvey Oswald neither 
asked for nor rec"eived any,a,id from the Cubans or 
Russians"in assassinating President Kennedy~ 

[b] "In fact,, David Atlee Philips writes in 'The 
Night ,watch', none of the· CIA_personnel in Mexico 
City. had ever heard of Oswald, and were unaware that 
he had defected to the Soviet Union, married a Russian, 
and then returned ·to the United States. · 

[c] ·, "CIA surveillance, Philips wrote, showed that 
Oswald visited the Soviet Embassy in an attempt to 
return to Russia and want~<! to "go via Cuba .. 

[d] . "He said a file check with Washington riorma11y 
~ould have been instituted, but ,all the agents were so 
busy t"hey did not get around ,to it until the wife" of 
an agent took it upon herself to compose the "cable,., 
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[e] , "Even then, he, said, ,she mistook Oswald's middle·" 
,name as 'Henry', and relayed a faulty physical descrip,;. , 
tion of him. 

[f] . "The reason ,for this, Phillips "said, was that the 
wife had not read about Oswald but 'heard' abouthim
presumably from some clandestine source - and was working 
phonetically." , 

Overall comment: The above articfe is based upon Phillips'· 
book-,: ,The Ni, ht Watch, and apparently not on public state- 0 

ments rna e 1ll1ps. The,writer of the article has ex-
tract~d certain details from the book arid then put them to
gether to fit his own fancy. Specific" comments on each.para
graph follow. 

' l~0:,~~-.:-~:~~~~:l 1_~, 
C\.~lf.f. . ..s:j 
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Paragraph [a]:. Phillips statement is somewhat strong. So 
far as we know Oswald did not seek any assistance from tne 
Soviets.or·the Cubans in setting up an a'Ssassination operation 
against President Kennedy. Physical and technical surveil
lance· of personnel of the Cuban and Soviet Embassies revealed 
no unusual contacts of. operational interest; however, Oswald 
himself was not under surveillance.and he was in Mexico ·city 
from the morning of 27 September until the morning of 
2 O.ctober 1963. 

An excerpt from a CI Staff study dated 2·May 1975 points 
up the fact that Oswald's activities in Mexico City were.not 
covered completely. [It should be ~ointed out that Oswald 
was not under Agency investigation before the President's 
assassination.] What he did when not at the Cuban or Soviet 
Consulates or calling them on the telephone remains unknown 
to this day. · 

"From all credible evidence known to this time 
(none, incidentally, added since the exhaustively 
unique work of the. Warren Commission), Lee Harvey 
·oswald spent four ( 4) full days and two ( 2) partial 
days·- about 116 hours ·in all - in Mexico City from 
about 10:00 a.m. 27 September 1963·to .about 8:30 a.m. 
2 October 1963. His place of residence was a small 
commercial traveler hotel~ not frequented by 'gringos' ... 
the Hotel Commercio ..,. where he_was registered-under alias.* 

·Exhaustive and detiiled interviews and interrogation 
by the.Mex;can authorities arid the-FBI, after ~he 
assass1nat1on, established that i~ the recollection 

. of._all hotel personnel he left early and returned late 
each day Qf his stay. 

. . 

[* Oswald's last· name appears as "Lee" i.n three places· 
in: connection with his trip to Mexico City. His 
tourist card was typed by the Mexican Consulate in 
New Orleans·, ''Lee, Harvey Oswald." However, the comma 
seems to have been a·clerical error, since Oswald 
signed both.the application and the card itself, 
"Lee H. Oswald." -Oswald himself signed ·the register 
at the hotel in Mexico City. as "Lee, Harvey Oswald," 
but since .the error is identical to that on the 
touris~ card and since he ievealed the r~mainder of 
his name, "Harvey Oswald," it is possible that Oswald 
inserted the comma to conform to the tc;>urist card,. 
~r that the earlier mistake suggested a new pseudonym 
to Oswald which he decided to continue. Source: 
Warren Report~ p. 314.] 
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"Assuming, and allowing for the fact of late. 
arrival and early departure; that he slept .one
third of·the time of his stay (38 or 39 hours), 
there iemain some 78 hours of activity to be 
accounted for. Overall, CIA's information can 
actount solely for very brief periods during 27, 
28 September and 1 October. All coverage by CIA 
during the entire period was technical. The Station 
had no 1 livin coverage eitP~r 

[Memorandum for: Deputy Chief, Operations Staff, dated 
2 May 1975, from Raymond G. Rocca; Subject: Review of 
Agericy Holdings regarding photograph.of Unidentified Indivi
dual in Mexico City published by the Warren Commission.] 

Paragraph [b]: This statement is accurate~ The station had 
known nothing about Oswald until his name appeared.in the 
1 October 1963 intercept of a telephone cal~ to the Soviet 
Consulate in which the caller identified himself as "Lee 
Oswald." · · 

Paragraph [c]: This paragraph is misleading. H•~ing already 
said that "none of the CIA personnel· in Mexico City had ever 
heard of Oswald," how is it that "CIA surveillance_ showed 
that Oswald visited (emphasis add.ed) the Soviet Embassy in an 
attempt to return to Russia and wanted to go via Cuba?" This 
statement would appear to imply that the. Station had set up 
a physical surveillance of-Oswald during his stay "in Mexico 

. City. Instead of making reference to "CIA surveillance" 
Phillips would have setved the Agency better by referring to 
Silvia Duran's testimony as given in the Warren Report .. 
The Agency is left with trying to explain how we could have 
a surveillance on Oswald when the Station did not know who 
Oswald was until it received a cable from Headquarters giving 
them the information [DIR 74830, 10. October 1963.] 

Paragraphs [d] and [e]: The followinginformationis taken 
from the CI Study of 2 May 1975 (cited above): · 

"· •. the voice intercept and photographic coverage 
was not (and normally is not) processed in '~eal 
time'. The means of acquisition-and the volume of 
information precludes anything but the spot.reporting 
of-items judged by the monitor to be more than ordinary 
interest and, therefore, noted in summary logs_. Full 
texts of selected items. require consultation of the 
tape and either a full transcription or full transla
tion or both. • . One of the 'triggers' that normally 
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operates to focus and accelerate more speedy review 
and·reporting of this kind of raw intelligence is 
the mention of a name. This was precisely what 
occurred in the second of two conversations on 1 
October with the Soviet Embassy, during which the 
'speaker said he was 'Lee Oswald.' It was this irifor
mation reported by-the Station to Headquart~rs in 
its first indication on Oswald on 8 October 1963. 

"The Mexico Station did one more thing in its 
8 October voice intercepts: . it coupled the. data 
with descriptive information it had acquired from a 
sensitive collateral source - a photograph of a male 
individual, apparently an American (emphasi.s added),_ 
who was observed entering the Soviet Embassy on . 
1 October. The Station repdrted this detail on the 
8th as a matter of coincident fact. The Station did 
not as~ert or _suggest that the data deduced from the 
photograph was in fact Oswald, or indeed, was in any 
way related to Oswald." 

Mexico Station reported to Headquarters on 8 October (re
ceived in Headquarters at 0043Z 9 October} the following 
initial information on Oswald. 

(1) On 1 October 1963, an.American male who spoke. 
Russian and said his name Lee Oswald (phonetic)·, · 
stated he was at SovEmb on _28 · Sep.tember when he· . 
spoke with a consul whom.he believed to be Valeriy. 
Vladimirovich Kostikov .. Subject asked the Soviet 
guard [Ivan] Obyedkov, who answered,.if ther.e was 
anything new regarding·a telegram to Washington. 
Obyedkov upon .checking said nothing had.been received 
yet, but the request had b-een sent. 

(2) Mexico Station sai~ ~t had photos ol a male 
who appeared (emphasis added) to be an American 
enter1ng tfie Soviet Embassy at 1216 hours, leaving 

· 122.2· on 1 October .. _Apparent age 35, athl¢tic build, 
circa ·6 feet, 'receding hairline, balding top. Wore 
khakis and·sport ~hirt. · 

(3) No local di~semination was being made by the 
Station. 

[Cablese has been rendered here into readable English, with
out substantive changes or omissions.] 
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[.MEXI-6453 (IN 36017), 9 October 1963. This cable was 
originated in the field by ~-~- .r ' - (whose 
pseudonym appears on the copy of the cable in the Mexico 
Station's file on Lee Harvey Oswald), the wife of~fa,Jili:j[I:t 

ce.ManeD, a staff employee, and, in October 1963, was 
chief of Soviet operations in Mexico City. (<M:aJ:t'~ 
tour of duty in Mexico was from about May 1959 until 
early 1964.) His wife, at the time, was a contract employee 
of the Station; before that she had been a desk officer in 
the Soviet Division. 

The usc of the term "agent" is inappropriate in this 
article; however, since Phillips does not use such a term 
to describe an Agency employee in his book, it must be as
sumed that the writer of the article is responsible for 
using it.] 

On 10 October 1963 at 2012Z time the WH Division responsible 
for action disseminated this report to the Department of 
State, the FBI, and the Navy Department by routine electrical 
transmission, adding some collateral details drawn from a 
preliminary file review: 

(1) On 1 October 1963 a reliable sensitive source in 
Mexico reported that an American male, who identified 
himself as Lee Oswald, contacted the Soviet Embassy 
in Mexico City inquiring whether the Embassy had re
ceived any news concerning a telegram which had been 
sent to Washington. The American was described as 
approximately 35 years old, with an athletic build, 
about 6 feet tall, with a "receding" hairline. 

(2) It is believed that Oswald may be identical to 
Lee Henry [sic] Oswald, born on 18 October 1939 in 
New Orleans, Louisiana, a former U.S. Marine who de
fected to the Soviet Union in October 1959 and later 
made arrangements through the United States Embassy 
in Moscow to return to the United States with his 
Russian-born wife, Marina Nikolaevna Pusakova [sic] 
and their child. 

(3) The information in paragraph (1) is being dissemi
nated to your representatives in Mexico City. Any 
further information received on this subject will be 
furnished you. This information is being made avail
able to the Immigration and Naturalization Service. 
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Although the reaction of the Headquarters desk was "by the 
book" and in good time, there were a number of errors in 
this advisory to the departments which, on the .record, :-t'lere 
concerned with the Oswald case: 

a. Oswald's middle name was misgiven: "Henry" for 
Harvet. · The reason for this mi~take is· simplicity 
itsel ~ The sheet opening .the file on Oswald on 
9 December 1960 had been erroneously inscribed "Oswald, 

· Lee Henry." That sheet - unchanged except for the 
notation of the error - is still the first sheet in 
the Oswald file. 

[Comment: It is evident from this information that "the 
·wife of an· agent" .•. mistook Oswald's middle name as 
'H~nry', as Phillips explains it, is inaccurate. Th~ mistake 
was made in Headquarters i~ 1960.] · · 

b. His wife's maiden name was mispelled: "Pusahova". 
for P r u s a k o v a. 

Neither of these errors are significant (though they persist 
in the Headquarters communications.throughout the month). 
[Comment: It should also be pointed out that for some un
explained reason, the desk did not disseminate the informa-· 
tion that .Oswald had indicated in his telephone call to the 
Soviet Embassy that he had been to the Embassy on 28 Septem-

. ber. · The Mexico City Station, however,. did. pass .. this· infor-

. mation locally to the Legal Attache,.et al.] · 

More important was: 

c.· Paragra~h (2~ of the M~~ico Station's repo~t; which 
dealt with a concutrent, btit separate, phenomenon, the· 
d.es.crip.tion of an indivi.dual observed going into and. 
out of· the Soviet Embassy, had been locked on to· Lee 
Oswald as an alleged descriptive. ·fact. The Station's 
qualification, "appeared to be an American,~' was trans
formed in the flat designation of the unidenti£ied in
dividual as "The American." 

There can be no question that this misreading of the Mexico 
Station report was an analyst's error which escaped detec
tion· in the coordination before release:.· the descr.ipti ve 
details attributed to Oswald were so far off the mark as to 
be immediately recognizable as such by the recipients in. 
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Headquarters,· among whom both the Navy and FBI had photo
graphs of Oswald. (In partial explan•tion, if not excul
pation, be it recalled that ~s of that moment.CIA had no 
photograph of Oswald in Headquarters or in Mexico City to 
refer to.) 

Confirmation of this judgment is provided by the con
tents of the cable composed by· the same analyst and sent ~:s · 
~f 2209Z time (two hours later) to Mexico Station, referencing 
its 8 October cable: 

(1) Lee Oswald who called SovEmb 1 October probably 
identical Lee Henry [sic] Oswald born 18 October 1939, 
New Orleans, Louisiana, former radar op~r•tor in 
United ·States Marines who defected to USSR in October 
1959. Os·wald is five feet ten inches, one hundred 
sixty-five pounds, .light brown wavy hair, blue eyes. 

(2) ··On 31 October 19·59 he attempted to renounce his 
United States citizenship to the United States Embassy . 
in Moscow, indicating he had app1ied for SoViet citizen
ship. On 13 Fe·bruary the US Embassy Moscow received an 
undated letter from Oswald postmarked Minsk on 5 February 
1961 in which subject indicated he desired the r~turn of 
his US passport as he wished to return to USA i£ "we could 

.come to some agreement concerning the dropping of any, 
legal proceedings against me." on·8 July on his own 
initiative he appeared at the ·Embassy with his wife to 

. see about his return to States.. Subject stated that 
he actually had never applied for Soviet citizenship 
and t:hat his application at that· time_ had been to re- · 
main in USSR and for a temporary extension·of his tourist 
visa. pending outcome of his ·iequest~ . This application~ 
according to Oswald, contained no reference to Soviet 
citizenship. Oswald stated that he ha.d been employed 
since 13 January 1960 in Belor'!lssian radio and TV 
£actory in Minsk where he worked as a metal worker in 

·,·research shop. Oswald was married on 30 April 19€il to 
Marina Nikolaevna Pusakova [sic], a dental technician 
born 17 July 1941, USSR. No Headquarters traces. He. 
attempted t·o arrange for his wife to join him in Moscow 
s.() she could appear at Embassy for visa interview. 
His American passport was returned to him. US Embassy 
Moscow stated twenty months of·_realities of life in 
Soviet Union had clearly had a:maturing effect on 
Osw.ald. · 
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(3) Latest Headquarters information was an FBI 
report dated:May 1962 saying the FBI had determined 
Oswald is still a US citizen and both he and his 
Soviet wife have exit permits and Department of 
State had given. approval for their travel with .their 
infant child to USA. 

(4) The Statio~ should pass the information of refer
ence [its.8 October cable] and paragraph (1) above to 
the Embassy, the FBI, the Navy, and I&NS locally. The 
information given above as ·paragraphs (2) and (3) 
originated with the FBI. 

{5) Reference and possible identification being 
disseminated to Headquarters of FBI, State, Navy, 
and I&NS. 'Please keep Headquarters advised on 
any further contacts or positive .identification 
of Oswald. · 

Headquarters feedback to·Mexico City of Oswald's cor
rec:t description should have·been ·sufficient, in view of the 
incong~uities with the details deduc~d from the photograph 
of the unidentified male, to keep these two. matters apart as 
investigative facts. But things did not work out that way. 

. . . 

Mexico Station on 15 Oct~ber 1963 asked Headquarters 
to "please pouch a photo of. Oswa.ld." Headquarters electric
ally delivered t·o the Depa.rtmemt of the Navy the following 
messa.ge on 24 October 1963: 

''Lee Henry [sic] ·Oswald. • • 

"It is requested tha.t you forward to this office as 
so~n as possible twQ copies of .the most recent 
photograph you have of subject·. We will forward 
them. to· our representative· in Mex;i.co, who· will 
attempt•to determine if the Lee Oswald in Mexico 
·city and subject are the same ·individual." 

No photograph had been received by CIA by 22 November 
1963. . . 

. . 

Paragraph [f]: "The wif~ of an agent" had not made a mis..., 
take when she. pr~pared the 8 October cable to Headquarters. 
She was·working from.a transcript of the·l October telephone 
call or from a resume of the telephone conversation. In 
both instances, the caller to the Soviet Embassy identified 
himself only as "Lee Oswald" without, apparently, giving his 
middle name. The transGribers spelled out the name noting, 
in parentheses, that the spelling was phonetic. 
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Conclusion: The article as well as that p6ition of 
The Ni ht Watch dealing -with Oswald in Mexico is misleading 
an 1naccurate. Phillips, for reasons known only to himself, 
is trying to reconstruct from memory an. event which happened 
almost fourteen years ago w.ithout benefit of documentary 
evidence held in Agency files. I am told that Phillips 1 book 
was reviewed here in the Agency before it was published; 
if so~ whoever reviewed the· section on Oswald knew lesi than 
Phillips. 

cc: Mr. Fendig, SA/DDO 
Mr. Friedlander, AC/CI/OG 
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